Information about particular threats connected with using by the Clients of services
provided by XTrade Brokers Dom Maklerski S.A. in electronic form and functions and
purpose of software and/or data implemented by XTrade Brokers Dom Maklerski S.A. in IT
system and not being a part of services.
XTrade Brokers Dom Maklerski S.A. (“
XTB
”), acting on the basis of art. 6 point 1) of the act dated
July18th
, 2002 on providing services by electronic means (“
Act
”), hereby informs about particular threats
connected with using of services provided by electronic means.
Basic threat for each user of the Internet, including persons who are using services provided by
electronic means, is possibility of infecting the electronic system by software in particular viruses, bugs
and Trojans created mainly to cause damages. Irrespective of the safety methods applied by XTB, every
user of the Internet must take care of the safety of his own computer. User should use the antivirus
software with the uptodate base of viruses and personal firewall as such elements secure computers
from the undesirable actions from the Internet network. The correct settings of the web browser has
significance impact on security. Consistent applying by the user of basic security methods enables to
avoid potential threats related with use of the Internet. We recommend using commercial software of
reputable companies which assure quick reaction to new threats and offer the technical support, if
necessary. If you do not decide to use commercial software, we suggest to use available free antivirus
software available in the Internet. After ensuring that computer does not store any dangerous content,
access password to the service shall be changed.
Our suggestions shall be treated only as general, always binding, basic recommendations of security
methods which do not exhaust this extensive matter.
XTB acting on the basis of art. 6 point 2) of the Act hereby informs, that the function and purpose of
software or data implemented in IT system by XTB and not being a part of services, are specified in
Privacy Policy.

